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Modeling Energy Dynamics with the Energy-Interaction Diagram
Benedikt W. Harrer1,a) and Cassandra A. Paul1

Department of Physics and Astronomy, San José State University, One Washington Square, San José,
CA 95192-0106

Energy is an important cross-cutting concept in all
science disciplines, and energy conservation is widely
regarded as one of the most important principles in
physics.1–3 Over the years, numerous graphical represen-
tations have been proposed that allow learners of physics
to visualize energy states and dynamics in a particular
situation.3–7 Each diagram highlights different aspects of
energy and therefore may represent different conceptual-
izations of energy. Bar charts,8 for example, foreground
the idea of multiple categories of energy to account for
the distribution of energy in a system across those energy
types. Similarly, pie charts5 highlight relative distribu-
tion of energy among different energy types. While bar
charts are able to represent negative energy, pie charts
emphasize that there is a certain, total amount of energy
available that is distributed over different types. Vari-
ous energy-tracking diagrams (e.g., PET energy source-
receiver diagrams9, Energy Tracking Diagrams3) fore-
ground the localization of energy along a chain of energy
transfer processes and within the involved objects.10

In this paper, we present the Energy-Interaction Dia-
gram, a representation for energy dynamics in a physical
system that highlights energy conservation and guides
users to derive a mathematical model for energy changes
in a system during a process of interest. The Energy-
Interaction Diagram was originally developed by the late
Wendell Potter (formerly of the University of California,
Davis) for use in the Collaborative Learning through Ac-
tive Sense-making in Physics (CLASP) curriculum.11 In
our adaptation of the CLASP curriculum at San José
State University (SJSU) over several semesters, we have
formalized some of the ways the diagram has been used
in practice at UC Davis and at SJSU. Our intent here
is to provide the reader with the necessary resources to
adopt and/or adapt Energy-Interaction Diagrams for in-
structional use beyond the CLASP curriculum because
we think that they are powerful representations for mod-
eling energy dynamics and versatile tools for answering
many interesting questions about physical phenomena.

A cornerstone of CLASP is its focus on the scientific
practice of modeling: creating specific models for the en-
ergy dynamics in a particular physical system. For the
original developers, the term model refers to “the col-
lection of ideas and the relationships among those ideas
that, when grouped together, prove useful to [the] stu-
dents as they make sense of, develop explanations of,
and make predictions of phenomena relevant to their
needs.”11 We adopt this view of models that takes them
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as the malleable, ever-changing objects of scientific activ-
ity that scientists create and modify to understand the
physical world.

When engaging in the process of modeling a physical
system in CLASP, students have to make a number of
conscious decisions: They have to (1) choose a physical
system, (2) choose an appropriate time interval to inspect
the process of interest, (3) identify changes in certain
properties of the system throughout the process, (4) rec-
ognize whether any interactions occur between a system
and its environment, or (5) between objects within sys-
tem boundaries. The Energy-Interaction Diagram pro-
vides a productive scaffold for students to make those
decisions when modeling the energetics of a system and
to derive a quantitative model for the energy dynamics
in a particular physical system that undergoes a specific
physical process.

I. ENERGY STORES AND TRANSFERS

With Jewett,2 we find it useful to think of energy as a
substance-like quantity1,12 that can be contained in var-
ious stores, which are distinguished by their respective
observable manifestations (e.g., energy in the “kinetic
energy” store is manifested in the motion of an object;
energy in the “potential energy” store is manifested in
the position of an object relative to another), and trans-
ferred from one store to another within a particular phys-
ical system (i.e., what is commonly referred to as energy
transformation) or across system boundaries (i.e., what
is commonly referred to as energy transfer, with transfer
mechanisms like work and heat). Note, that this under-
standing of an energy store differs from a view of poten-
tial energy forms as forms of stored, or static energy that
can be readily converted to other forms13. Instead, all
energy forms are seen as energy stores, including kinetic
energy forms, which are associated with motion. A list
of energy stores commonly used in CLASP can be seen
in Fig. 1

To understand the energy dynamics of any given pro-
cess, we only need to consider those energy stores which
experience a change in the amount of energy contained in
them. It can be difficult to determine exactly the amount
of energy contained in a system at any given moment, so
it is often impossible to know the absolute amounts of
energy in each store. However, energy transfers between
stores and across system boundaries are manifested in
observable changes in the state of the physical system
under scrutiny. Those observable (i.e., measurable) state
changes then allow us to quantify the changes in the en-
ergy contained in a system.
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Common Energy Stores and their Indicators

Energy Stores related to Thermal & Chemical Processes

temperature T
of substance

Ethermal

∆T = Tf − Ti

∆Ethermal = mCp∆T
m: mass of substance

Cp: Specific Heat of substance

mass m
of higher phase

Ephase

∆m = mf − mi

∆Ephase = ∆mHp

∆m: change in mass of substance
in “higher” phase

Hp: Heat of 〈Phase Change〉

Energy Stores related to Mechanical Processes

translational
speed v

KEtranslation

∆v2 = v2
f

− v2
i

∆KEtranslation = 1
2
m∆v2

m: mass of object

rotational/angular
speed ω

KErotation

∆ω2 = ω2
f

− ω2
i

∆KErotation = 1
2
I∆ω2

I: Moment of Inertia of object

distance x
from equilibrium

PEspring

∆x2 = x2
f

− x2
i

∆PEspring = 1
2
k∆x2

k: spring constant

height y
above y=0

PEgravitational

∆y = yf − yi

∆PEgravitational = mg∆y
m: mass of object

g: gravitational constant, 9.8m/s

Figure 1. Common energy stores and their indicators, along with corresponding algebraic expressions.

A first step toward understanding the energy dynam-
ics in a physical system is therefore to carefully observe
changes in directly observable/measurable state variables
of the system (e.g., mass, velocity, temperature, phase)
during a given process of interest. Once these observ-
able changes have been recorded, the corresponding en-
ergy stores (that undergo a change in the process) can
be identified, and the changes in energy within each of
these stores can be quantified using simple algebraic rela-
tionships between the measurable changes in state vari-
ables and the corresponding changes in stored energy.
Following Jewett, we find it useful to categorize energy
stores in the following way: kinetic (e.g., translational,
rotational), potential (e.g., gravitational), and internal
energy (e.g., thermal, phase) stores.

When the energy stores undergoing a change have been
determined, energy transfers across system boundaries
have to be identified, along with the possible mechanisms
by which energy may cross the system boundary. Jew-
ett identifies six common mechanisms for energy transfer
across system boundaries: work, heat, matter transfer,
mechanical waves, electromagnetic radiation, and electri-

cal transmission.2 For our purposes of a first-semester in-
troductory physics class that discusses only thermal and
simple mechanical phenomena, the two mechanisms work
done on the system by external forces and energy trans-
ferred as heat due to a temperature difference between the
system and its surroundings are sufficient.

Which energy stores (if any) undergo a change and
whether a transfer of energy across system boundaries
occurs – and what mechanisms are involved – depends
on the particular time interval during which a given pro-
cess is examined. The choice of a suitable time interval is
therefore a crucial part of modeling the energy dynamics
of a physical system of interest. In the following section,
we provide specific examples to introduce the Energy-
Interaction Diagram and to illustrate how the choice of
time interval may change the particular model of the ex-
amined process.
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Identification of beginning and end of interval:

initial conditions

beginning

final conditions

end

physical system

indicator a

↓ Ea,1

a1,i =
a1,f =

physical thing 1

indicator b

↑ Eb,1

b1,i =
b1,f =

physical thing 1

indicator a

↓ Ea,2

a2,i =
a2,f =

physical thing 2
heat Q

∆Ea,1 + ∆Eb,1 + ∆Ea,2 = Q

(−) (+) (−) (+)

Figure 2. A generic Energy-Interaction Diagram to model a physical system (orange) of two objects, physical thing 1 and
physical thing 2, for a process during a specified time interval. Three energy (blue) stores and their associated indicators
(black) undergo a change, and energy is added to the system as heat Q.

II. THE ENERGY-INTERACTION DIAGRAM

Figure 2 shows a generic example of an Energy-
Interaction Diagram. The time line at the top specifies
the beginning and end points in time for the process un-
der investigation and shows the initial and final states
of the observable variables associated with energy stores
that undergo a change during the process. The dashed el-
liptical line represents an open system boundary, through
which energy can be transferred into the physical system,
here in the form of heat Q. The physical system consists
of the two objects physical thing 1 and physical thing 2.

For both objects, the energy store Ea changes, while
store Eb only undergoes a change for physical thing 1.
Each of these energy stores is represented as a circle (of-
ten colloquially referred to as an “energy bubble”) that
lists the observable quantity (indicator) associated with
this store, as well as the initial and final states of this
indicator for the time interval in question. An arrow in-
dicates whether the change is positive or negative. The
changes in energy contained in the three energy stores are
represented in the algebraic energy conservation equation
at the bottom of the diagram with (+) and (−) signs in-
dicating the direction of change for later reference.

If a physical system is isolated with respect to energy
transfers from other physical systems, we call the system
closed. The total energy of such a physical system must
remain constant during the interaction or process un-
der investigation. If system-internal interactions occur,
the conservation of energy can be expressed in terms of
changes within the energy stores of the physical system:
The changes of the energies of all energy stores associ-
ated with the closed physical system in question must
sum to zero.

During an interaction or process in which energy is
added or removed from the physical system as heat or
work, the changes in energy of all energy stores associ-
ated with this open physical system must sum to the net
energy added (or removed) as heat and/or work. Equiv-
alently, the change in the total energy of that physical
system must equal the net energy added (or removed) as
heat and/or work.

When using the Energy-Interaction Diagram to model
a physical scenario, we first define the physical system
and decide what time interval we wish to analyze. Then,
we iteratively determine which energy stores are changing
(by identifying indicators that undergo a change during
the chosen time interval), whether they are increasing
or decreasing, and if the system is open or closed. It
is important to complete the pictorial part of the dia-
gram first because this allows us to build a mathematical
description of energy conservation for the situation at
hand. Each energy store (or “bubble”) typically repre-
sents a term in the equation, and the solid or dashed
boundary around the system indicates whether the to-
tal changes sum to zero (closed) or another value (open).
For an overview of the typical steps to create an Energy-
Interaction Diagram, see Fig. 3.

A. Example 1: Boiling water

One of the simplest scenarios we use to introduce the
Energy-Interaction Diagram is the boiling of an amount
of water. For example, we use the diagram to determine
the amount of energy an electric kettle has to transfer to
a cup of water to bring the water to a boil for a cup of
hot tea. Estimating the mass of water to be 0.25kg and
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Steps involved in using the Energy-Interaction Diagram

Prior to writing anything down:

1. Tell a story about what happened! Be sure you are
clear about what the physical phenomenon or process
is.

Go back and forth through Steps 2-6 until your
Energy-Interaction Diagram is complete:

2. What is the boundary of the physical system you are
modeling? What is inside and what is outside?

3. Is the physical system in your particular model open
or closed? If open, what energy transfers are occur-
ring (e.g., heat or work)?

4. What is the extent of the process or interaction?
What determines the beginning and end?

5. What energy stores do you include in your diagram?
Which indicators are changing?

6. What are the values of the indicators at the times
corresponding to the beginning and end of the time
interval you chose in step 4?

Only after the diagram is complete, move on to Step 7:

7. Write down an equation expressing energy conserva-
tion for your particular Energy-Interaction Diagram,
in terms of the ∆E’s and any Q or W . Each term in
your conservation of energy equation must correspond
to an energy store in your diagram.

Figure 3. Steps involved in creating an Energy-Interaction
Diagram. The order of steps depends on the particular situa-
tion being modeled and question being answered, so they are
not necessarily carried out in the presented sequence.

assuming its initial temperature at 20°C room tempera-
ture, we can model the process until the water has just
reached 100°C while still being completely liquid (which
is an idealized scenario but gives us a lower bound for
the amount of energy necessary to bring the water to a
boil).

Figure 4 shows an Energy-Interaction Diagram for this
simple process. The system is chosen to be the water.
The changing indicator is temperature (the system does
not undergo a phase change), so we only have to include
the thermal energy store in our diagram. Energy is being
added to this system in the form of heat. Substituting the
algebraic expression for thermal energy and plugging in
the values for mass, specific heat, and change in temper-
ature finally allows us to calculate the amount of energy
necessary to bring the water to a boil.

Bringing a cup of water to a boil

0.25kg water, fully liquid,
at 20°C

beginning

0.25kg water, fully liquid,
at 100°C

end

water

Temperature T

↑ Ethermal

Ti = 20 °C
Tf = 100 °C

heat Q

∆Ethermal = Q

(+) (+)

mCp∆T = Q

Q = 0.25 kg · 4.186 kJ/kg °C · 80 °C = 84 kJ

Figure 4. An Energy-Interaction Diagram to model the pro-
cess of bringing a cup of water at room temperature to boiling
temperature (without it actually starting to boil). Only one
energy store (thermal) and its associated indicator (tempera-
ture) undergoes a change, and energy is added to the system
as heat Q. Substituting the expression mCp∆T for ∆Ethermal

allows for the calculation of the energy necessary for this pro-
cess.

B. Example 2: Making iced tea

In a slightly more complex scenario, we ask students to
find out how much ice (completely solid at -18°C) they
would have to add to a liter of freshly-brewed tea (com-
pletely liquid at 100°C) to cool the tea to a temperature
of 5°C. To estimate a lower bound of how much ice would
at least be necessary to cool the tea, we ask students to
assume that tea and ice were placed in an insulated con-
tainer and left alone for a while (over the course of the
semester, we model the process of making suitable as-
sumptions to determine reasonable estimates for desired
quantities). Figure 5 shows an Energy-Interaction dia-
gram for this scenario.

To model this process, we have to introduce a new en-
ergy store, phase energy. The indicator for phase energy
is the amount of the substance in the “higher phase.” The
hierarchy of phases for this determination (from lowest
to highest) is solid → liquid → gas. This hierarchy is
chosen so that the signs of the algebraic expression are
consistent and students do not need to keep track of and
correct for sign changes in phase energy.

Another tricky bit in this scenario is the fact that the
specific heat (Cp) for water has different values for dif-
ferent phases. Therefore, the algebraic expression for
∆Ethermal,ice has to be broken into two parts, one for
the temperature change from -18°C to 0°C and one for
the temperature change from 0°C to +5°C. We typi-
cally encourage students to include a fourth energy store
(“bubble”) in their Energy-Interaction diagram to re-
mind themselves of this.
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Cooling hot tea with ice

1kg hot tea, liquid, at 100°C
ice, solid, at -18°C

beginning

1kg cold tea, liquid, at 5°C
“ice”, liquid, at 5°C

end

tea (H2O) and ice

Temperature T

↑ Ethermal,ice

Tice,i = −18 °C
Tice,f = 0 °C

ice

mass higher phase m

↑ Ephase,ice

mliquid ice,i = 0 kg
mliquid ice,f =?

(liquid) ice

Temperature T

↑ Ethermal,ice

Tice,i = 0 °C
Tice,f = 5 °C

(liquid) ice

Temperature T

↓ Ethermal,tea

Ttea,i = 100 °C
Ttea,f = 5 °C

tea (H2O)

∆Ethermal,ice,≤0 + ∆Ephase,ice + ∆Ethermal,ice,≥0 + ∆Ethermal,tea = 0

(+) (+) (+) (−)

miceCp,H2O(s)∆Tice,≤0 + ∆mice in higher phaseHp,melting,H2O + miceCp,H2O(l)∆Tice,≥0 + mteaCp,H2O(l)∆Ttea = 0

Figure 5. Energy-Interaction Diagram to model the cooling of hot tea with ice. Three energy stores and their associated
indicators undergo a change, the system is closed. Note that the process for ∆Ethermal,ice has to be broken up to model the
energy change below 0°C and above 0°C because water has different specific heat values for solid vs. liquid phase. We model
this with a fourth energy store “bubble” in the Energy-Interaction Diagram, breaking the temperature change up into the two
intervals (1) from -18°C to 0°C and (2) from 0°C to +5°C. The indicator for phase energy Ephase is the amount of the substance
in the “higher phase.” The hierarchy of phases for this determination is solid (lowest) → liquid → gas (highest).

Once the algebraic expressions have been substi-
tuted for the different energy changes in the energy-
conservation equation, students have to recognize that
the mass of the ice that was initially added to the tea,
mice corresponds to the final mass of now liquid “ice,”
mliquid ice,f. With this, they can determine the amount
of ice necessary to cool the initially hot tea to a cold
temperature of 5°C.

C. Example 3: Dropping a ball

Energy-Interaction Diagrams are also useful to model
and understand the energy dynamics in mechanical sce-
narios. For example, we can examine the case of a ball
that is dropped from a specific height h0. A common
question one might ask is how fast the ball is just before
it hits the ground. To find out, we choose the interval
from just when the ball is released at height h0 to just
before it hits the ground (moving at maximum speed vf
at height h = 0 m).

Because we want to determine the maximum speed just
before the ball interacts with the floor and stops, we as-
sume that frictional effects are negligible. We also include
the earth in our physical system to be able to include the
gravitational potential energy store and assume that all
interactions of the ball with the environment during the
time interval in question can be ignored. Therefore, we
can treat the physical system as closed.

Figure 6 shows an Energy-Interaction Diagram for this

Dropping a ball from height h0

ball at h0, vi = 0 m/s

beginning

ball at 0 m, vf = vmax

end

ball & earth

height h

↓ PEgravitational

hi = h0
hf = 0 m

speed v

↑ KEtranslational

vi = 0 m/s
vf = vmax

∆PEgravitational + ∆KEtranslational = 0

(−) (+)

mg∆h + 1
2
m∆v2 = 0

mg(0 m− h0) + 1
2
m(v2max − 0 m/s) = 0

vmax =
√

2gh0

Figure 6. Energy-Interaction Diagram for a ball dropped from
height h0. The physical system contains both the ball and the
earth. With this assumption and the assertion that frictional
effects are negligible, the system does not interact with the
environment and can therefore be modeled as closed. This
means that all the energy lost from the gravitational poten-
tial energy store is transferred to the translational kinetic en-
ergy store, and therefore contributes to the ball reaching its
maximum speed vmax at height 0m.
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situation. With this model, we can answer the question
for the final, maximum speed of the ball just before the
ground brings it to a full stop.

III. INTRODUCING ENERGY-INTERACTION
DIAGRAMS TO STUDENTS

Unlike traditional physics courses, the CLASP curricu-
lum starts the first semester (or quarter) with thermody-
namics. We introduce Energy-Interaction Diagrams as
the second graphical representation after Temperature-
vs.-Energy Diagrams that display temperature and phase
changes of single substances during an energy increase or
decrease. As part of their lab manual, students receive
“model sheets” that include figures 1-3. We ask students
immediately to use complete Energy-Interaction Dia-
grams to model a variety of scenarios involving temper-
ature and phase changes due to energy transfers within
and across system boundaries (similar to the scenarios
presented here).

In two weekly discussion lab sections (2 hr 20 min
each), students work in small groups on upright white-
boards to familiarize themselves with and use the new
representation. They receive individualized feedback
from a lab instructor and/or learning assistant. While
we initially hold students strictly accountable to the pre-
scribed format and rules of the representation they may
make slight changes to the representation later on, as
long as the clarity of their representations does not suf-
fer. For example, students may break up processes into
several sub-processes and model those separately with
individual diagrams, or they may over time include less
detailed indices or denote indicators only in one place.
Other changes we have seen are the addition of arrows to
indicate system-internal energy transfers, or adding de-
scriptors to indicate object properties that are not typi-
cally accounted for in the diagrams.

In all assessments, we always require students to go
through the steps of modeling a scenario with appro-
priate graphical representations (including the Energy-
Interaction Diagram when appropriate) to derive mathe-
matical models before they start any calculations. While
this allows us to reconstruct a students’ argument on a
written exam, but it also serves to emphasize the impor-
tance of modeling situations by understanding and repre-
senting the physical phenomena rather than by “hunting
equations.”

Students willingly take to the use of the Energy-
Interaction Diagrams and quickly adjust to the required
discipline of generating detailed diagrams. After a few
weeks, students often spontaneously turn to the Energy-
Interaction Diagrams when they try to make sense of a
new phenomenon in our labs.
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